‘INTEL SHOWCASE’ EVENT

The students of ITL Public School
participated with full zest and zeal in 'AI for
Youth' event at The Oberoi Hotel, New Delhi
on Wednesday, 11 September 2019.
Celebrating AI Readiness, AI for Youth is an
initiative of CBSE in collaboration with Intel
Corp., to empower youth with AI readiness
skills in an inclusive way. The mega day
focused on showcasing and felicitating the
first AI enabled cohort who developed
unique projects to solve real world
problems.
The insightful mega event witnessed
eminent dignitaries, all pioneers in the field
of innovation, research and global laws.
The event commenced with showcasing of
AI projects by students from 8 schools
across India. ITLeens presented AI project
‘MEDBOT”-an AI enabled machine with an
easy interface for people with little or no
access to medical facilities .It ask questions
based on response analysis, can direct
patients/user to relevant doctor/medical
practitioner.
Another project was AI Surveillance system,
which was a drone based system to monitor
students’ violent behavior in the school
ground. The system recognizes unethical
behavior like physical fights or bullying. It
also sends prompt notification top the
concerned authorities.
Following which Ms. Shweta Khurana
Director, Corporate Affairs of Intel Corp.
updated the audience regarding their
journey of producing AI ready students
through a fast pace program.
Ms Anita Karwal, IAS chairperson CBSE
envisages the
implementation
need
of future technologies like AI, ML, DA and

skills like collaboration, leadership, creative thinking to make the students global future ready
citizens.
Ms Nivriti Rai, Country Head, Intel India and VP Data Center Group, Intel Corp. enlightened the
gathering regarding National Scale Platform for AI, advantages that are making AI possible in
India and how AI is transforming all the sectors.
Greg Slater, VP and Sr. Director, Global Regulatory Affairs, Intel Corp. talked about role of Intel
Corp. in powering future of computing, communication and delivering experiences like 5G and
Virtual World.
The event concluded with felicitation of
8 Principals from participating schools
including
Ms Sudha Acharya, Principal, ITL Public
School
for
their
outstanding
collaboration in executing AI for Youth
Program, which was an immersing
hands on learning journey, based on
experiential
methodology
covering
social and technology skills. Students of
ITL were also felicitated for their efforts
in making the event a huge success.
The program also enabled students to
showcase their exceptional talent and
knowledge gathered during 4 weeks of
extensive training.

